Commonly used simplex method to solve linear programming problem do not allow variables to be negative during solution process and suggest to break each free variable (variable allowed to be negative) into difference of two non-negative variables. This transformation significantly increases the number of variables as well as after this the problem leaves its original variable space. , thus making the geometry of problem (during solution process) difficult to handle and understand. In this paper, we developed a natural generalization of simplex pivots for free variables. Described approach is capable of handling any general linear programming in its original variable space. In our computational study, the primary results showed that the new method outperforms simplex method on general LPs.
Introduction
Since 1947, after World War II, linear programming has gained importance amongst the researchers of different fields (Dantzig, 1963) . Today because of its tremendous impact in various disciplines, it has become a core research area of many Mathematicians, Economists and Decision Scientists. Linear programming is the optimization of an outcome based on some set of constraints using a linear mathematical model. It deals with maximizing (minimizing) of a linear function over a convex polyhedron specified by a set of linear constraints. The origin of developing algorithms to solve a given European Scientific Journal March 2019 edition Vol.15, No.9 ISSN: 1857 -7881 (Print) e -ISSN 1857-7431 2 system of linear inequalities actually goes back to the 19 th century, where they were first studied by Fourier (Grattan-Guinness, 1970). Later, several mathematicians such as Dines (1918) and Motzkin (1952) rediscovered these algorithms. Simplex method developed by Dantzig (1963) , which is specially designed to solve LPs with non-negative variables and so far, the most preferred method for solving LPs because of its efficiency (Shamir, 1987) .
We categorize the variables in an LP in two kinds, first kind is nonnegative variables, i.e. the variables having explicit non-negativity restrictions and the second kind is free/unrestricted variables, i.e. variables having no explicit non-negativity restriction.
Just a few versions of simplex algorithm presented in the literature and textbooks for solving LPs with free variables, which mostly initiated by decomposing the free variables as a difference of two non-negative variables thus converting it into an LP with explicit non-negativity restrictions on all variables. Dantzig stated in (Dantzig, 1963) another decomposition technique, which requires insertion of a single additional variable to the problem, and attributed this decomposition to A. W. Tucker. Later on, Schechter (1991) has presented geometrical interpretation of above technique, but in 1985, had already proven that defining free variables as difference of two nonnegative variables is computationally inefficient.
For larger LPs, implementation of the simplex method with the decomposition of free variables increases the number of variables and importantly loses the geometry of problem in the original variable space. Furthermore, this makes a technically incorrect impression on the reader that linear programming with free variables is perhaps a special case of linear programming with non-negative variables. Actually linear programming with unrestricted variables is a generalization of linear programming with nonnegative variables, so there must be a generalized way of choosing entering and leaving basic variables that can directly deal unrestricted variables and as well as non-negative variables.
Orchard-Hays (1968), Spivey and Thrall (1970) , and Dantzig and Thapa (1997) discussed a way of handling free variables in terms of explicit representation within a simplex tableau format. But that method lacks reliability from the perspective of efficiency on large LPs, because of the randomness involved in the selection of initial explicit representations.
Here, this paper would reveal a similar but systematic and efficient procedure that could directly handle unrestricted variables in solving general LPs.
A Linear Programming Problem
A general LP problem with mix kind of variables could be defined as, The dictionary data, for any basis B, may be elementwise represented in the following collection of equations, denoted by D(B), which is slightly modified form of (Chvatal, 1983) (Kaluzny, 2001 ). 
Selection of entering and leaving variables:
The foremost requirement in solving a linear programming problem by simplex method is an initial basic feasible solution. Geometrically, it lies at the origin. The simplex method then iterates along edges to adjacent corner points of the feasible region in search of a better objective value. Algebraically, step of the selection of moving edge is known as the selection of entering basic variable. Consider the following LP, Note: Unrestricted variables would never become a leaving variable because they didn't have any upper or lower bound.
General rule:
For Dictionary 0, let 1 R be index sets of increasing variables in
R is the index set of decreasing variables in 
Description of the procedure: Problem
Given a dictionary D(B), with index set U of free variables and the index set O of nonnegative variables. Obtain an optimal basis.
Algorithm
Step 1: Let
Step 2: Set }} , max{ arg : { :
If R gets only a single element, say k, then k x would be entering basic variable and if R gets multiple elements then choice could be made on maximum of these.
Step 3: if 
Initial dictionary for basic variables 4 x , 5 x , 6 x and 7 x will be, 
Here all the non-basic variables are decreasing variables, according to criteria defined above in section 4, 2 x is most preferred choice to enter in to the basis and then 6 x would leave the basis. Furthermore, the comparison between USM and SM illustrates by the graphs between "number of elements in coefficient matrix" versus "average number of iterations" plotted below. From figure (1) , it is clearly observable that USM has greater efficiency for large coefficient matrices. To get a visualization of this increasing trend of efficiency, we also plotted the following graph between relative efficiency of USM and the number of elements in coefficient matrices.
